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Boolean queries
code OR (standard AND ethics)

◮ Create expression with operators AND, OR, NOT (and
possibly others), operands as terms (phrases, substrings)

◮ Return all and only documents that match the Boolean
expression exactly

◮ Allows arbitrarily complex expressions
1http://learnline.cdu.edu.au/commonunits/cuc100/workshop2/techniques2.html



Complex Boolean queries
Query for review article on “Acupuncture for attention-deficit
hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) in children and adolescents”

1 Attention Deficit Disorder with Hyperactivity/
2 adhd
3 addh
4 adhs
5 hyperactiv$
6 hyperkin$
7 attention deficit$
8 brain dysfunction
9 or/1-8
10 Child/
11 Adolescent/
12 child$ or boy$ or girl$ or school-child$ or adolescen$
or teen$ or "young person$" or "young people$" or youth$
13 or/10-12
14 acupuncture therapy/or acupuncture, ear/or electroacupuncture/
15 accupunct$
16 or/14-15
17 9 and 13 and 16

◮ Allows for complex, nuanced queries
◮ . . . in hands of trained/experienced, patient queriers

1Karimi et al., “Boolean versus ranked querying for biomedical systematic
reviews”, BMC Medical Informatics and Decision Making, 2010



Relevance ranked versus set results

◮ Boolean queries
return matches as set

◮ May be a very large
number of matches!

◮ Want to rank results
by “degree” of match



Scoring terms with tf ∗ idf

wt,d = ft,d × log
D
Ft

tf Term frequency (number of times term occurs in
document)

idf Inverse document frequency (inverse of number of
documents a term appears in)

◮ The more often a term appears in the document, the more
important it is in that document

◮ The rarer a term is in the collection of documents, the more
discriminating that term is



Measure query-document similarity: cosine measure

◮ Each of T terms in vocabulary defines dimension in
T -dimensional space

◮ Location of document, query in term space given by their
tf ∗ idf value for each term

◮ Similarity of document to query (or to other document) is
angle between lines (vectors) to location of documents

1http://semanticvoid.com/blog/2007/02/23/similarity-measure-cosine-
similarity-or-euclidean-distance-or-both/



Query expansion

◮ Assume
top-returned
documents are
relevant

◮ Extract terms (with
some weighting)
from those
documents to add
to query, and
resubmit

◮ Works better if the
user labels the
relevant
documents



Text classification

◮ With both positive and negative labels (e.g. spam) we can
build a text classifier

◮ Provides predictive model for whether a new document is
(e.g.) spam or not spam

◮ Based upon term statistics



Web: pages and links

◮ Most distinctive aspect
of web as document set
is that it contains links
between documents

◮ These links are one way
of defining the structure
of the web



Graphs: nodes and edges
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◮ Computer scientists work with simple, well-defined models
◮ Common model of web is graph, made up of

Vertices or nodes
Edges that link some vertices

◮ On web, pages are vertices, links are (directed) edges

1Wikipedia, “Graph (Mathematics)”



The “bow tie” of the web

Famous study from 2000 found that web graph made up of
three main components (“bow tie”):

Strongly connected core of central nodes

In can reach core from them but not reverse

Out can reach them from core but not reverse

But how did they find the “in” nodes?
1Broder et al., “Graph structure in the Web”, Comp. Net., 2000.



Scale-free networks: small

Another study found web graph a scale-free network

◮ Small number of very highly connected nodes
◮ Large number of weakly connected nodes
◮ Common structure in real-world graphs (citations,

collaborations, etc.)

1Wikipedia, “Scale-free network”



Scale-free link degrees

◮ More formal definition of
“scale-free” has to do
with number of nodes
that have each degree of
links (a. and b.)

◮ Note that high
connectedness of core
means that average
width of graph expand
much more slowly than
total size (“six degrees
of separation”)

1Barabasi et al., “Scale-free characteristics of random networks: the
topology of the world-side web”, Physica A, 2000.



Scale-free networks: large

◮ When scaled up, a scale-free network maintains similar
structure

◮ Tend to be a very few nodes connecting different segments
of graph

◮ Such a network said to be “vulnerable to attack” in other
contexts

1http://netwar.wordpress.com/2007/09/17/disrupting-networks/

http://netwar.wordpress.com/2007/09/17/disrupting-networks/


Preferential attachment

Preferential attachment is one of the processes by which a
scale-free network can naturally arise.

◮ A process by which “some quantity, typically some form of
wealth or credit, is distributed amongst individuals or
objects according to how much they already have”.

◮ Also known as the “Matthew effect” (why?)
◮ How might this happen on the web?



Web crawlers
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◮ To run searches on web pages, search engine must first
find web pages, using a “web crawler”:

1. Starts at page (or set of pages)
2. Find links in page and adds to queue
3. Picks first link off queues, and goes to Step 2

◮ On web, crawlers must recrawl; frequency depends on
change

1Wikipedia, “Web crawler”



Controlling web crawlers with robots.txt

User-agent: *
Disallow: /cgi-bin/
Disallow: /images/
Disallow: /tmp/
Disallow: /private/

◮ Web master can create a “robots.txt” page to determine
crawl policy for site

◮ Why would you want to block a web crawler from crawling
(part of) your site?



Web search

◮ The web offers special information to improve search
quality

◮ . . . but also special challenges to maintain search quality

1http://www.flickr.com/photos/dullhunk/3389581452/

http://www.flickr.com/photos/dullhunk/3389581452/


Anchor text

◮ Anchortext is the text contained within a web link (anchor)
◮ In “We have <a href=”hp.html”>John’s home page</a>

here”, the anchortext is “John’s home page”
◮ The anchor text is then associated with the linked-to page
◮ Anchor text has been found to be a very good indicator of

page relevance
◮ Search engines place high weight on it: choose anchor text

wisely!
1http://www.distilled.net/blog/seo/link-building-seo/link-buildin

http://www.distilled.net/blog/seo/link-building-seo/link-building-the-essentials/


Inlink count

◮ The link structure of the web can also be used to suggest a
page’s importance or authority

◮ A simple metric for this would be the number of inlinks
(links coming to a page)

◮ What in practice is wrong with using this?



Page rank
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◮ Page rank is an algorithm for spreading authority over links
◮ A page divides its authority up amongst the pages it links to
◮ Thus a page’s authority is determined not just by number

of links, but by the authority of the incoming links

1Wikipedia, “Page rank”



Click-through data

◮ Search engines observe
a lot of user behaviour,
can use it to improve
search results

◮ For instance, the
frequency with which a
search result is clicked
on could indicate the
quality of that result

◮ What is the potential
problem with this
solution?

◮ What other ways could
user behaviour be used
to improve search
results?



Web spam

A major problem is web spam

◮ Two major type of spam, both aimed at search engines:
◮ Attempt to fool search engines that other pages are

important (why?)
◮ Attempt to fool search engines that they are about a topic

(why?)



Other features

◮ What other features of the web (web pages) could be used
to improve results?

◮ What other features of the web (web pages)



Spelling correction

◮ Major search engines now offer spelling corrections
◮ How do they do it?



Spelling correction

◮ Major search engines now offer spelling corrections
◮ How do they do it?
◮ And how do search engines do query suggestion?


